TEACHERS, COMMUNITY LEADERS COME OUT TO INFORM: “SINCERITY AT WORK”

October 11th, 2014 / MC 1434 is a special day where sincerity will shine at the Cultural Renaissance Festival to be held at the Al-Moroc Humanity Park. To no avail, there has been some in-house opposition to the gathering of the faithful that cross religious and cultural lines to lend a helping hand of knowledge to the oppressed populations. Guest speakers will give answers to long-languishing questions, and share long-awaited solutions by way of this “learning” movement. Every facet of the festival will focus on knowledge of self; culture, history, nationality, and truly building together without the usual wish-wash and bickering. Come out and be a part.

SOMEONE HAS TO SAY AND DO SOMETHING TO STOP THE GENOCIDE. Mothers and Fathers MUST prevent ON-GOING brutal killings and save our children by coming back into the constitutional fold where there is guaranteed protections. As Negroes, Blacks and Colored People; there is no status of belonging to any particular nation which is called nationality; where nations have constitutions in which fundamental principles and established precedents and rules are defined for human rights, as well as limitation mandates on the power of government (management). However, when we have no national status – there is no constitution; therefore no protections. There are no countries called Black, Negro, or the Republic of Colored People, and the only race is the Human race. Nationality with acquired knowledge of lawful protections will stop the genocide and enable growth.
**AM I BLACK?**

I’ve been referred to by many names

The word ‘black’ is only a modern English word

It’s not ancient

Think about it

Adjective describes things; but it is not a thing itself; it’s a word or phrase naming an attribute, added to or grammatically related to a noun (person, place, or thing) to modify or describe it.

Nouns are a part of speech used to identify people, places, and things.

Black is not a people, place or a thing; it describes those things; the word black labels something.

So this no such thing as being a people. Black does not have a history which is the branch of knowledge dealing with past events. Does Black have events past events to celebrate. What did black do in the past that can be celebrated?

According to etymology or history and origin of word; the meaning, "black person. African" is from 1620s (perhaps late 13c., and blackamoor is from 1540s).

Old English was spoken around, 400-1100, Middle English was spoken; 1100-1500, and Modern-English 1500 to the present; therefore; no one on the planet knew of a word such as ‘black’ prior to 460 years ago.

The word was unknown in ancient times. Therefore; the ancient land of Kem – was not called the land of the blacks – it was called Land of Kem. Therefore; the ancient land of the Kushites – was not called the land of the blacks – it was called what it is; the Land of the Kushites. Just like the land of Moab where the Moabites inhabited was not called the Land of blacks – it was called what it is; Land of the Moabites.

Also, the European’s indoctrinated image of what they branded as, “indian” and what the “indian” looked like is false, since pre-Christopher Columbus, the brand name of indian did not exist in the Americas, and the proof that there is no such thing as an ancient indian, there are no ancient stone head artifacts of the European indoctrinated image of the so-called indian.

The last legal reference to the indigenous/aboriginal American is Moor.

The true Americans are the indigenous/Aboriginals of North, Central, South Americas and the adjoining Islands - not black, and not people of European descent or pedigree or bloodline.

The European suppressed the history of the Moors to steal their birthrights and inheritance; to steal their lawful political status, and to take their Constitutional/Treaty protections

---

**MANY NAMES WERE IMPOSED ON MOORS**

Moors are called by many names, such as Egyptian, Nubian; the original black complexion Berbers who are Moors of the Red Sea area and North Africans; Arabians that roamed the deserts of East Africa and African. Populations that largely comprised Moorish people (dark-brown to black). There is the Greek Maurus, and the Roman Maurus that = dark because of the attribute of blackness that distinguished the Moors from the rest of the European population.

Tawny Moors (mix of African Sahara Desert Moors) and the mixed lighter Libyans; possible Caucasian (Tamahu) were distinguished from the Blackamoors (black as a Moor). In Egyptian “tama” means people, and “hu” means white or light ivory people.

People of Africa was called aethiops and nigratae; now called Moores, Moorens, or Negroes, In Spanish, French an Romance languages, Moor was translated into Moro, Moir, and Mor.

Example: In Spanish, the word blackberry is Mora – a noun which originally meant Moorish woman.

Example in French, moricaud means dark-skinned or blackamoor, while morillon means black grape

Example in Spanish and Italian mora means negro or Moorish female. In Italian mora also means blackberry and moraiola means black olive.

Almoravid (black Moors), Almohad (Berber) (Ivan VanSertima, Golden Age of the Moor)

The pivotal year of January 2nd 1492 when the Moors were defeated; when Moorish African Leader, Abu Abdi-llah (Boabdil) surrendered to the Spanish, Spain and Portugal led the movement for Christopher Columbus to start their inquisition in the Americas / Al Morocco and millions followed him. There were massive burning of African (Moors) and Arab (Moors) books described as the work of the devil under the order of Cardinal Ximenes de Cisneros – all the way to the Yucatan, and as hatred of blackness raged in the Christian against Muslims/Moslems Moors, it was a religious mission of the church to erase the memory of the Moors, but Moors had preserved key Moorish works.

Today, Moors are called ethiopians; in Al morocco/Americas; Moors are labeled, negro, black, colored, indian, mexican (mixed american), puerto rican, haitian, cuban, etc.

---

$25 PLACE YOUR AD HERE TO SUPPORT OUR OWN
HEADLINES OF YOUNG MOORS KILLED


At Least 26 Children Or Teens Died In Florida Stand Your Ground Cases.

By Nicole Flatow February 5, 2014 at 4:14 pm Updated: February 6, 2014 at 3:09 pm “…Stand Your Ground laws that have proliferated in at least 20 states are associated with vigilantism, authorizing violence by individuals who perceive a “reasonable” imminent threat to their life, without any duty to attempt retreat.”

Here are some of the young Florida victims:
• The youngest was nine-year-old Sherdavia Jenkins, who was killed in the crossfire of a dispute in which the defendant unsuccessfully raised the Stand Your Ground defense.
• 18-year-old Daniel Amore was stabbed to death by his 31-year-old legal guardian Kunta Grant…Grant was given Stand Your Ground immunity by a judge.”
• 19-year-old Christopher Araujo was shot by Norman Borden…. “A judge denied the Stand Your Ground motion, but Borden was acquitted by a jury of first-degree murder and other related charges.
• 18-year-old Carlos Mustelier was shot to death, after he and his 16-year-old friend approached Thomas Baker jogging…”
• 19-year-old Christopher Cote was killed by his neighbor….A judge declined to grant Tapones Stand Your Ground immunity during his first trial, but was granted a new trial and acquitted the second time around. Some of these defendants were granted immunity; others were not. But the Stand Your Ground law can come into play in a number of ways. First, law enforcement officers sometimes use the Stand Your Ground law as a basis for not charging the shooter to begin with. That was initially the position of police who cited the law in not arresting Martin’s killer, George Zimmerman, for more than a month. Second, many defendants who are charged request a special Stand Your Ground hearing and may be granted immunity by a judge before even going to trial. Third, defendants may raise the Stand Your Ground defense during the trial as a basis for acquittal. And fourth, as evidenced by the George Zimmerman case, the language of the Stand Your Ground law may be incorporated into the jury instructions and factor into the jury’s decision, even where the defense is not explicitly raised by the defendant. (Nicole Flatow).

The Zodiac Constitution

By C.M. Bey @ AA222141

Library of Congress, Washington D.C.

(1 Self Law And Master)

“The Twelve Signs of the Zodiac, The Code of Mathematics scaling from zero to nine (0-9), and the Science of Geometry (G), comprise the Constitution of the Living Moorish Nation of North America…” Our universal astrological system harnessed by our Asiatic/Moorish Ancestors; follow the patterns of planetary movements and stars, and assigns meanings to those movements that relate to our motivations; our states of consciousness; our health; our circumstances; as with our nation. Application of the science will enable us to determine the most effective and wisest approach to reclaiming our birthright inheritance as a nation of people, as well as determine the most beneficial actions to take for the betterment of all humanity, as with all creatures, plant life of the earth which certainly brings about change in economics as we know it with the elimination of fiat paper. Right now; the idea of not having fiat paper is very hard to grasp in the minds of people that still think they are black because they have not de-programmed themselves in order to know that life does not hinge on the existence of fiat paper. They must realize the universe will not end once we stop using the stuff. Are we not tired of chasing after their artificial money? It’s only a barrier for us since most don’t have enough of it to make a difference, and the few that have it; won’t share it so that it can make a favorable and constructive difference in the lives of the true nobles and aboriginals to the land. We have a vast estate that is vested; if we ever collectively stop the mere existence off of the lower nature; pay attention, and redirect our energies to re-claim our inheritance; our needed assistance will come by way of the application of our Moorish Sciences, as Brother C.M. Bey (PBUH) taught us, Astrology enables man "to become a supreme moral law unto themselves, and guider of human destiny, applying all good, and therefore, fearing no evil." (C.M. Bey, The Circle of Life)
By Rio Shabazz El

The Moorish Affairs is an informational and educational paper for/by Moor Americans. It deals with Moorish History (past Present Future), Moorish Science (Masonry, ISLAM), and Moorish Law (Astrology) and the rights that we, most of Moors in North American have not enforced (United States of America’s Constitution).

Who are the Moors? The Moors are the most ancient people in world history. The Moors are the aboriginal; the Native, Indigenous people of Mother Earth. Note: Throughout history (past, present, future), Moors was/is synonymous (means the same) as African, Negro, American, Muur, Maures, Mulatto, Indian, Injun, Hebrew, Ebre, Egyptian, Kemetan, Gypsy, Muslim, Moslem, Jamaican, Puerto Rican, Mexican, Dominican, Haitian, Islander, Aborignals, Indigenous, Natives, Asiatic, Turks, Ottoman, Persian, Nubian, Moreno, Cushite, Latino, Canaanite, Hittite, Amorite, Moabite, black, African-American, Al Moroccan, Man, God, spick, etc.

Al-Moroc Humanity Park

A peaceful gathering place for learning of our culture, sciences, to commune with brotherly and sisterly love, and to just relax and enjoy nature.